
Soc 2270 

Exam Review


• Structural functionalist

Mechanical vs Organic Solidarity  

1. Mechanical Solidarity: Based on “Sameness”

• Small in numbers

• All did the same thing together as a collective group

• Very limited choices in what you could do

2. Organic Solidarity: Based on “differences”:

• People have different jobs, different identities, living together

• Think of the development of the urban societies, they are bigger than previous societies, more

disperse (lots of land between communities) but more density (living closer together)

• Free will/ autonomy

Collective/Consciousness Collective 

• Collective sense of norms, values and religion

• C: The cultural framework of moral and normative ideas

• CC: The belief that the social world exists to some degree apart from and external to the

psychological lives of individuals

• This is experienced by us to be external, constraining and meaningful
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• Industrialization, free labour, free market, and also ethics and spirit brought capitalism 

3. Economic Determinism  

• Weber agrees that economic power is important but that it is just one dimension/one type of 

power —> in modern capitalist society he does agree that it is significant/important, but he 

doesn’t believe that it is the only thing that determines one’s quality of life  

Verstehen 

• Weber’s concept of empathic understanding of human behaviour 

• Recognized advantage that sociologists had over natural scientists, due to the fact that they 

cannot gain insight to the behavioural patterns of the phenomena they study 

• Critiqued as being little more than intuition — an overly soft and subjective method  

• Two meanings/ways of understanding: 

1. The effort to understand a social action — trying to intellectually comprehend a social 

action to be something that is meaningful on the individual level (what did something mean 

to someone else — I have to understand what some social action means to Sari)  

• Also understand the cultural context (different values, beliefs) —> understand what social 

action caused someone to feel/act a certain way 

2. Understand from another cultural context — put yourself in someone else’s shoes to 

understand why they act a certain way (empathy)  

• My beliefs, perspectives, actions, are not more valid than someone else’s just because I 

disagree with them, so this concept suggests we empathize with others (put ourselves in their 

shoes and understand their view) 

Social Action 

• Weber defined sociology as the study of social action between individuals (action defined as 

meaningful, purposive behaviour)  
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• Fashion reflects the delicate dialectical relationship between distinctiveness and conformity in 
urban society 

• Rules and norms influence the type of clothing you wear — depending on job for example 
(wearing a suit is a conformity for professionals/office workers) 

• Some of us are more conformist than others — just follow the rules and do not add any 
individualism  

• Means of standing out from the urban crowd (individualism) but also the shared symbolism of 
fashion (conformity) allows others to identify your status, role, etc  

• For Simmel: “Fashion represents nothing more than one of the many forms of life by the aid of 
which we seek to combine in uniform spheres of activity the tendency towards social 
equalization with the desire for individual differentiation and change” 

• There are two forces at work: one pushing us to bind ourselves to others through imitation, and 
another pushing us to unbind ourselves from others, to undo the social network, through 
distinction. But social life changes in so far as the balance between the socializing force and 
the de-socializing force is always unstable and provisional  

• Fashion is an example of the way in which actual social life always includes in some way its 
own opposite, an asocial life 

The Philosophy of Money (1900)  

• Another social form that he discusses and looks at it at the macro level  

• Distance: money allows human beings to interact in a more impersonal manner — provides a 
medium of exchange whilst removing the need for interpersonal bargaining and reciprocity. 
This removes restrictions on exchange  

• Everything now is objective, no subjectivity  

• “removes restrictions on exchange”: Can ask for however much money you want to ask for  

• Money & Value: the value of numerous objects and activities is made objective through being 
measured in monetary terms rather than subjective desire  

The Philosophy of Money: Characteristics of a Money-Based Society: 

• Calculation: money renders many relationships and exchanges open to calculation  
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